Sitting & rising beds
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Mobila sitting and rising bed

Mobilia sitting and rising bed

Mobility for patients and easier work for nurses

The bed with the unique combination of functions

The effects of many conditions lead to physical limitation of
mobility. These often affect the patient's musculoskeletal system.
Turning movements often become impossible, independent sitting up in bed becomes hard or impossible - all of this considerably reduces quality of life.

When patients are sitting up with the lying surface of the bed
turned, they will no longer feel bedridden but almost as if sitting in a chair in their social environment - and the option of
independent standing up gives them an entirely new independence.

The Mobilia sitting and rising bed with its versions casa,
cura and integra once again enables the patient to stand up
from the bed completely independently or with only minimal
support and to participate in social life much more actively
again.

Since the Mobilia also has all functions of a nursing bed, it is
used for many different diseases and disabilities - in addition to
many others such as limitations of movement, being bedridden, limited stress capacity of the lumbar spine also for mobilising at cardiovascular diseases.

Rotating lying surface - New mobility
This is made possible in particular by the unique technology of
a turning lying surface. In addition to all the improvements this
bed brings for the patient with his limitations or symptoms, the
emotional aspects are extremely strengthened by the functions
of the Mobilia sitting and rising bed.

For the family members, the nursing environment and the
nursing staff, the nursing bed series Mobilia is an essential
improvement of nursing, while considerably increasing the
patient's entire quality of life. Very simple mobility - with the
sitting and rising beds from the nursing bed series Mobilia.

Function sequence (Mobilia casa)

1. Lying position

2. Head and foot adjustment

3. Turning the lying surface by 45
degrees

4. Turning the lying surface by 90
degrees

5. Sitting position

6. Standing position
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